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Thank you very much for purchasing a Craftsman Marine Windlass.
You have made an excellent choice and our Craftsman Marine Service Team 
will gladly be of the best possible assistance, if and when you will need us.

The Anchor winches made by Craftsman Marine are designed and developed 
by engineers who are fully aware of the many requirements of the marine 
environment; professionals who know of the ultimate quality demands, 
whilst making the best use of their many years of experience.

Enjoy boating with your Craftsman Marine products on board.

Below you will find a survey of caution pictograms pertaining to this 
manual. Remarks that are related to safety bear this symbol:

Carefully adhere to these instructions and inform all people who are 
involved in the operation or the maintenance of the windlass about these 
safety precautions.

Pay heed to these symbols and adhere to the instructions in the 
text

Attention
(special attention in regard to safety risks for men or material)

• When the windlass is in operation: do not touch any of the moving parts, 
and keep loose clothing and hair well clear of the anchor winch.

• When the windlass is in operation several components can become very 
hot. Never touch these parts and avoid the use of flammable products in 
the vicinity of the electric motor.

• In the case of inspection of parts of the windlass, always stop the 
windlass and disconnect the battery.

• All maintenance jobs should be executed by qualified mechanics, using 
properly fitting tools.

If at all possible, only entrust these jobs to an authorized Craftsman Marine 
dealer.

Symbols related to the text below:

DANGER
ATTENTION

STRONG ADVICE
It is highly recommended to entrust an experienced 
installation engineer with the complete mechanical 
and electrical installation, so as to ensure a flawless 
operating equipment. Here after a survey of the 
basics, for your information (only!).

Preface1 Safety 2
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Rope and chain selection
It is essential for proper operation of the windlass that the correct chain and rope is selected. Make sure that the chain used complies with the DIN766 standard 
and check with the rope manufacturer if the selected rope is fit for purpose.

Please check the following table to select the correct combinations of chain and rope and the corresponding gypsy:

Gypsy 6mm 7mm 8mm 10mm

Chain 6mm/DIN766 7mm/DIN766 8mm/DIN766 10mm/DIN766

Rope 12mm 12mm 14-16mm 16mm

Three strand rope must be used for chain/rope combinations with an appropriate splice.
The anchor winch must have a minimum pull capacity of three times the combined weight of the anchor and rope/chain.

b

D

t t
L = 11t

 

Nominal wire thickness D (mm) Internal length t (mm) External width b (mm) L=11t

6 18.5 20.2 203.5 (-1.2 / +2.4)

7 22 23.6 242 (-1.5 / +3.2)

8 24 27.2 264 (-1.5 / +3.2)

10 28 34 308 (-1.9 / +3.7)

L=11t
tt

b

D



Package contents
The following items should be included with the windlass:
• Windlass + gearbox
• Electric motor
• Deckplate gasket
• Gypsy
• Clutch handle
• 2x Circuit breaker
• 12V or 24V reversing solenoid
• Instruction booklet
• Mounting template

Required tools/materials
• 3x AISI316 M8 bolts and washers. 
 (Length = thickness deck +15mm)
• 9mm drill
• 35mm and 44mm hole saw (for 700/1000W models)
• Sanding paper
• 13mm combination spanner
• Crimping pliers/wire stripper
• Suitable electrical cable and crimp terminals.
• Marine sealant or epoxy

Recommended accessories
In order to be able to operate the windlass, or for extra ease of operation, the following accessories can be connected:
• Remote up/down control panel
• Waterproof handheld remote controller
• Foot switch
• Anchor chain counter
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If the deck is not flat, or the alignment of the winch is not correct, a 
mounting pad may have to be made to make sure the winch sits on 
a flat surface (fig.2). Also make sure the upper and lower surfaces of 
the deck or mounting pad are parallel (if not parallel, the winch will 
suffer from loss of motor power and increased power consumption). 
Reinforcement of the deck is necessary for decks that are thin, or of 
foam or balsa laminate construction.

Check for any under-deck obstructions, like bulkheads, wiring or 
piping. At least 300mm of unobstructed fall must be available between 
the underside of the deck and the top of the chain pile in the chain 
locker for smooth operation when hauling in (fig.3).

5°

Fig.1

Fig.2

Fig.3

Position the windlass with the gypsy aligned with the bowroller. The 
rope/chain must have a clear run without deflection. Make sure the 
front of the anchor winch is pointing to the bowroller (fig.1). Sideways 
a 5 degree deflection is acceptable but always check that the chain 
runs clear from the housing of the windlass.
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After the correct position of the winch is established, stick the moun-
ting template to the deck with adhesive tape and drill the holes for the 
mounting studs, sensor and chain passage (fig.4). After removal of the 
template and test-fitting the windlass, deburr all edges and finish with 
an appropriate marine sealant or epoxy to help avoid water absorption 
in the deck. Make sure the three M8 bolts (not included) protrude 10-
15mm above the deck. These extra fasteners make it easier to mount 
the gearbox and to facilitate maintenance.

Position the gasket between the deck and the upper section of the 
winch. Lower the shaft through the deck and fasten the winch with the 
M8 bolts with washers. Align the key in the shaft with the gearbox and 
connect the lower section to the assembly. The gearbox can be mounted 
in 7 different angles to the winch to suit the available space (fig.5). 
Make sure the electric motor is not blocking the chain entry. Tighten the 
nuts evenly. Check the nuts after using the windlass for the first few 
times to ensure the winch is still fastened tightly to the deck. It is best 
when the electric motor is not in the same compartment as the chain.

Remove the chain pipe cover of the winch and the rope stripper. Open 
the gypsy and position the ropestripper between the two spacer rings. 
Use a locking paste on the screws when re-assembling the gypsy. 
Grease the shaft,  slide the gypsy on it and tighten the screws of the ro-
pestripper. Apply some TEF-GEL or Selden rigging screw oil to the thread 
of the gypsy cover to prevent fretting. Make sure the friction surfaces of 
the clutch and gypsy are clean.

Fig.4

Fig.5

Fig.6
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Caution

Switch off all other circuits before starting the assembly. Maintain a safe  
distance between the tools and the opposite polarities (positive/negative), 
where the tool can act as a conductor to create a short- circuit.

Never short-circuit the batteries, which will cause severe 
burns/flame/explosion. Do not connect the bare wires  
(without terminals) to the motor; always use terminals on the 
wires to ensure proper connectivity.

Preparation

A separate fuse or circuit breaker must be installed between motor and power 
source, so that the windlass will be protected against overload.

A “slow blow” fuse must be used (included) to withstand short overloads  
(breaking out the anchor).

Use the proper tools for tightening the cable terminals.

Crimp the proper terminals to the wires, to suit the motor terminal ends.

Power Supply

Battery
To make sure no electromagnetic disturbance to any other electrical or electro-
nic equipment in the vessel will occur,  the windlass should be connected to the 
same battery as the vessel’s starter motor or the battery of the bowthruster 
when present.. The wiring from the battery to the windlass should be kept as 
far apart from other wiring on the vessel as possible. The minimum battery 
capacity is 100Ah. Always leave the vessels engine running while operating 
the windlass.

Cables
To prevent a voltage drop of more than 10% due to cable resistance,  
the following table can be used to select the appropriate cable diameter (cable 
length equals cable run from battery to anchor winch and back to battery, so 
twice the distance between battery and winch) 

Cable Length Up To 
(m)

Cable Size 12V 
(mm2) 

Cable Size 24V 
(mm2)

0-10 16 10

11-14 25 16

15-20 35 16

21-30 50 25
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Wiring

Before starting electric installation, make sure the  
electrical cables are not live. Connect the solenoid (B), circuit 
breaker (C)  and anchor winch (A) according to the connec-
tion diagram (page 14 of this manual). The following must be  
taken into account:

• The solenoid (B) must be located in a dry area close to the anchor winch 
(not in the chain locker). The solenoid should be installed with the cable 
terminals facing upward.

• The circuit breaker (C) must be installed in a dry, readily accessible place 
no further than 1.8m away from the battery (D). In the event of an 
overload, the circuit breaker must be manually reset.

• Cover the cable connections on the electric motor so the anchor chain 
cannot short circuit the battery.

Control panel (optional)
The remote control panel (E) should be installed according to the instructions 
supplied with the panel. When making a multi panel installation, all switches 
will be wired in a parallel circuit (see diagram). To reverse the up- and down 
control buttons of the panel, simply swap the blue and white wire on the relay 
or the outer cables on the motor. 

Make sure the operator can see the windlass when using the control panel.

Footswitch (optional)
Make sure the below-deck components of the footswitch (F) are in a dry  
compartment. Fit the switch according to the instructions supplied with the 
switch. Connect wiring as shown in the diagram.

Remote control (optional)
Install the control box in a dry environment. Connect according to supplied  
instructions and diagram.

A
B

C

D

E

F
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When operating the windlass make sure that:

• The vessels engine is running at sufficient RPM to charge the battery.
• There are no swimmers in the water nearby.
• The operator has a clear view of the anchor winch.
• Once the boat is anchored, fasten the chain by using a chain stopper or 

fasten it to a bollard.

DO NOT

• Do not touch any of the moving parts, and keep loose clothing and hair 
well clear of the windlass.

• Do not use the windlass for anything other than raising and lowering of 
the anchor.

• Do not use the windlass to break out a fouled anchor. When the anchor 
is fouled, secure the line/chain to a bollard and use the boat’s engine to 
break the anchor out.

• Do not use the windlass as a securing device. Always tie down the an-
chor when underway and secure the chain/line to a bollard when ancho-
ring or mooring. 

• Do not operate the winch electrically with the handle inserted in the drum 
or gypsy cover. 

• Do not switch immediately from one direction to the other. Wait for the 
winch to stop before switching direction.

How to use the clutch

This windlass is equipped with a cone-type clutch to enable free falling of the 
anchor chain. The clutch can be released by inserting the handle in the drum 
or gypsy cover and turning it counter-clockwise. The speed can be controlled 
by gently turning the handle clock-wise (braking) and counter-clockwise (relea-
sing). Never let the chainwheel free wheel uncontrolled. Speeds will build up 
and damage may occur.
The clutch can be re-engaged by turning the handle clockwise. Only use light 
force to tighten the clutch. When overtightening the clutch the thread in the 
gypsy can damage resulting in a jammed clutch. When a large amount of force 
is needed to set the clutch, remove the gypsy cover and clean the clutch. 

Lowering the anchor

Insert the handle in the drum or gypsy cover and turn counter-clockwise. The 
chain will now begin to free-fall. Control the rate of decent by operating the 
clutch as described above. When sufficient chain has been paid out, tighten the 
gypsy cover by turning the lever clockwise. 
To have more control over the rate of pay out, make sure the clutch is engaged 
and the handle removed. Then simply press the down button on the remote. 
Release the control when sufficient chain has been paid out.
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Raising the anchor

With the clutch engaged and the lever removed, simply press the up-button 
on the remote. Use the vessels engine to approach the anchor. Don’t pull the 
boat to the anchor with the windlass.

Docking the anchor

It’s best when the clutch is adjusted to allow some slippage. In that way, 
damage to components of the windlass and bowroller will be prevented. 
When the anchor is almost in, retrieve the last meter of chain slowly by 
pressing the up-button with short intervals. After docking the anchor, lock it 
in place before getting underway. 

Operating tips

Don’t pay out too much chain at once. It might get tangled on top of the 
anchor. Instead of using the freefall option use the powered option to lower 
the chain in a more controlled way.

Use the vessels engine to move the vessel towards the anchor slowly to 
minimize strain on the anchor winch and minimize power consumption.

Wait for a few seconds when the windlass stops and try again. Don’t keep 
the button pressed. When the winch still not operates after a few seconds, 
break out the anchor by moving the boat or reset the circuit breaker. 

Using the capstan drum

When your windlass is equipped with a capstan drum, you can use this for 
retrieving a second anchor with rope or for handling lines when mooring/
docking. This can be done while the chain is in the gypsy.

Make sure there is no tension on the anchorchain and the anchor is secured. 
Insert the handle in the drum and turn it counterclockwise to disengage the 
clutch. The drum can now rotate independently of the gypsy. Remove the 
handle and take three turns of rope around the drum in a clockwise directi-
on. While pulling on the rope, press the up-button to haule in the line. Note 
that on the capstan drum there is no clutch so be careful not to overload the 
winch.
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Maintenance and service intervals are dependant of the use of the windlass. 
Frequent use of the winch asks for more maintenance. The intervals mentioned 
below are for normal use (weekend trips and holidays). 

Every trip
- check rope and chain for wear. Especially the rope-to-chain splice is 

subject to wear and requires regular checking.
- wash down the topworks with fresh water
- ensure proper adjustment of the clutch

Every three months
- Check the gypsy for excessive wear. 
- Check the mounting studs and nuts for tightness

Every year
- Check all cable connections for corrosion
- Dismantle the drum and gypsy and clean all the removed parts. Remove  

corrosion and apply grease to the shaft thread and the gypsy where the 
clutch rests.

- Check the electric motor for corrosion and damages. Clean and repaint 
when necessary with a suitable marine grade oil based enamel paint.

Dismantling
Make sure there is no tension on the anchor chain.

To dismantle the gypsy, use the handle to remove the cover (1) of the gypsy (5) 
by turning it counterclockwise. Then remove the three hexagonal socket head 
cap screws (3) to remove the chain pipe cover (2). Loosen the fixing screws (6) 
of the rope/chain stripper (7) and remove it together with the gypsy. 
 

1

3

7

6

5

2
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FUSE PANEL
FD.010.20002

OPTIONAL

+-

PULSE COUNTER
(Optional)

RED

BLUE

WHITE

PURPLE

BLACK

5A 
FUSE

DC MOTOR

CIRCUIT BREAKER

BATTERY

CIRCUIT BREAKER

Connection diagram 9
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RED

EXTENSION CABLE
BF.010.20007
BF.010.20010
BF.010.20015
BF.010.20020

Y-Splitter Cable
BF.010.20000

Any additional switch, like wireless 
remote, foot switches etc.

Accessory Connection Cable
FD.010.90002

Carling Switch Including Cable
FD.010.20001

RED

BLUE

GREEN

Additional controls can be easily added by using Craftsman marine Y-Splitter cables, and extension cables available in lengths between 7 and 20 meters.

Optional
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Specification of the windlass 11
400 / 700 / 1000 W

Model H H1 H2* H3 H4 H5 L L1 L2 W

400W 44 77,5 138 150 36,5 25 182,5 292,5 225 135

700W 48 91 168 174 52 42 238 333,5 243,5 180

1000W 48 91 168 184 52 42 238 338 248 180

400W / 12V 700W / 12V 1000W / 12V 1000W / 24V

Work load 100kg 115kg 145kg 145kg

Maximum pull 280kg 450kg 800kg 800kg

Maximum chain speed 27m/min 30m/min 30m/min 30m/min

Pulling Chain speed @ workload 15m/min 18m/min 16m/min 16m/min

Current @ workload 105A 140A 110A 50A

Weight 10,7kg 13,5kg 16kg 16kg

Chain 6 or 7mm 8 or 10mm 8 or 10mm 8 or 10mm

Rope 8-10mm 14-16mm 14-16mm 14-16mm
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400 / 700 / 1000 W

S.NO. DESCRIPTION
ARTICLE CODE 
400W

ARTICLE CODE 
700/1000W

QTY

1 Gypsy cover FC.010.90019 FC.010.90001 1

2 Hex socket head cap screw ZB.010.04440 ZB.010.04630 3

3 Washer ZB.020.11006 ZB.020.11006 3

4 Cover FC.010.90020 FC.010.90004 1

5

Gypsy 6mm chain FC.010.90021 1

Gypsy 7mm chain FC.010.90022 1

Gypsy 8mm chain FC.010.90005 1

Gypsy 10mm chain FC.010.90006 1

6 Hex socket countersunk head screw ZB.010.05416 FC.010.90007 2

7 Ropestripper FC.010.90023 FC.010.90008 1

8 Clutch FC.010.90024 FC.010.90009 2

9 Chain guide FC.010.90025 FC.010.90015 1

10 Spring FC.010.90026 FC.010.90010 1

11 Main shaft assy w/o capstan FC.010.90027 FC.010.90016 1

12 Main shaft seal FC.010.90028 FC.010.90017 1

13 Housing FC.010.90029 FC.010.90018 1

14 Gasket FC.010.90030 FC.010.90011 1

15 Gearbox FC.010.90031 FC.010.90012 1

16

Motor 400W FC.010.90033 1

Motor 700W FC.010.90013 1

Motor 1000W FC.010.90014 1

1

16

15

14

8

7
6

5

4

3

2

9
10

11
12

13
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Spare Parts 12
400 / 700 / 1000 W

S.NO. DESCRIPTION
ARTICLE CODE 
400W

ARTICLE CODE 
700/1000W

QTY

1 Capstan cover FC.010.90040 FC.010.90034 1

2 Drum FC.010.90041 FC.010.90035 1

3 Hex socket head cap screw ZB.010.04440 ZB.010.04630 3

4 Washer ZB.020.11006 ZB.020.11006 3

5 Cover FC.010.90042 FC.010.90004 1

6

Gypsy 6mm chain FC.010.90021 1

Gypsy 7mm chain FC.010.90022 1

Gypsy 8mm chain FC.010.90005 1

Gypsy 10mm chain FC.010.90006 1

7 Hex socket countersunk head screw FC.010.90045 FC.010.90007 2

8 Ropestripper FC.010.90046 FC.010.90008 1

9 Clutch FC.010.90047 FC.010.90009 2

10 Chain guide FC.010.90048 FC.010.90036 1

11 Spring FC.010.90049 FC.010.90010 1

12 Main shaft assy w/ capstan FC.010.90050 FC.010.90037 1

13 Main shaft seal FC.010.90051 FC.010.90038 1

14 Housing FC.010.90052 FC.010.90039 1

15 Gasket FC.010.90053 FC.010.90011 1

16 Gearbox FC.010.90054 FC.010.90012 1

17

Motor 400W FC.010.90056 1

Motor 700W FC.010.90013 1

Motor 1000W FC.010.90014 1

1

17

16

15

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

9
10
11
12
13
14
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Trouble shooting13

SYMPTON POSSIBLE CAUSE WHAT TO CHECK SOLUTION

The gypsy does 
not spin

The clutch is not tightened - Use the handle to tighten the clutch 
by turning clockwise

Circuit braker popped - Reset the circuit breaker

Chain/rope jammed - Remove the chain lock cover and 
clear the jammed chain/rope.

Anchor fouled Check manually for movement in the anchor chain to the anchor Secure the line/chain to a bollard and 
use the boats engine to break out the 
anchor

Remote control defective Check operation by using another control instead (when 
available)

Replace remote control

Bad cable connection to 
battery

Press the control and measure the voltage at the windlass mo-
tor. This should be at least 11V under load.Release the control 
and check battery voltage at the battery itself. When this is 12V 
or more, there is a bad connection or the cables used are too 
thin. When voltage at the battery itself is lower than 12V, the  
battery is empty.

Replace the cables/connections

Empty battery Check the voltage on the battery terminals. Must be 12+V Recharge battery

Solenoid switch defective Press the control and measure the voltage at the anchor winch 
motor. If there is no voltage, check the cables from the battery 
to the solenoid. When these are ok and there is power to the so-
lenoid, the solenoid is defective (assuming the controls are ok)

Replace solenoid switch
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Trouble shooting 13

SYMPTON POSSIBLE CAUSE WHAT TO CHECK SOLUTION

The circuit breaker 
keeps popping

There is a short circuit in 
the cabling to the anchor 
winch

Check the wiring using a multimeter Insulate all connections properly

The winch is overloaded Check manually for movement in the anchor chain to the anchor Ease the load

Chain/rope jammed Check if the gypsy does not spin but you can hear the electric 
motor buzzing.

Remove the chain lock cover and 
clear the jammed chain/rope.

The gypsy spins 
but very slow

Empty battery Check the voltage on the battery terminals. Must be 12+V Recharge battery

Voltage drop over the cables 
too high

Check the voltage at the anchor winch motor and at the battery 
terminals The voltage drop should be no more than 10%

When more then 10%, replace the 
cables with bigger ones and check 
connections.

The winch is overloaded Check manually for movement in the anchor chain to the anchor Ease the load

The anchor drops 
without operating 
the winch

The clutch is not tightened - Use the handle to tighten the clutch 
by turning clockwise

The chain counter 
does not work

Defect sensor in winch Check with a multimeter the sensor wires from the rotational 
sensor in the winch. Does it make contact at intervals when the 
gypsy is tuning? (full turns)

If the sensor/switch never makes 
contact during a full rotation of the 
gypsy, replace the sensor/switch.
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Drilling Pattern14

9mm

9mm

R21mm
PDC

85mm

35mm

CENTRELINE OF ANCHOR RODE
TO BOWROLLEROUTLINE OF DECKPLATE

EXAMPLE DRILL PATTERN NOT TO SCALE

EXAMPLE DRILL PATTERN NOT TO SCALE
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Drilling Pattern 14
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Drill pattern for:
Fuse in combination with 

fuse panel

Drill pattern for:
Fuse without fuse panel

EXAMPLE DRILL PATTERN NOT TO SCALE

Drill pattern for:
Fuse without fuse panel
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info@craftsmanmarine.com 
www.craftsmanmarine.com


